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Bates Awards Six Frosh
Four-Year Scholarships
Four-year full-tuition scholarships
amounting to $2600 each have
been awarded lo six Bates freshmen. Three additional students are
studying on
scholarships made
available by the Union Carbide
and Carbon Company.

and band. She was a member of
the debating and swimming teams.

Brown participated in dramatics
at Winthrop Senior High School.
He also assisted on the school
yearbook and newspaper staffs.
Miss Grant, a graduate of Mt.
Desert High School, was active in
Tuitions Granted
Recipients of the full-tuition dramatics and music. She served
scholarships include Marie Blun- on the student council.
da, Louis Brown, Mary Grant, Student Leader
David Harper, George Pickering,
A member of the student counand Janet Spiers.
cil and the National Honor SocieMiss
Blunda was graduated ty, Harper was graduated from
from Portland High School, where Rancocas Valley Regional High
she was active in the orchestra School. Pickering, a Boston Latin

WVBC Extends
Listening Time;
Solicits Funds
WVBC will begin its broadcasting year October 6 from its new
studios in Pettigrew Hall. A new.
more powerful transmission system, permitting reception anywhere
on campus, is expected to be in
operation when programming begins.
Within a few weeks the station
will be in operation from 7 to 1!
p. 01., adding two hours of broadcasting a day to the old schedule.

School graduate, was a member of
the French Club and the National
Honor Society.
Miss Spiers participated in dramatics and assisted on the yearbook
staff at Wakefield High School.
Carbide Scholarships Given
Studying on scholarships made
available by the Union Carbide and
Carbon Company are John Tolman, Robert Harlow, and David
Colby. They receive complete tuition and an allowance for books
and fees for the academic year.

Tolman, a freshman who is interested in training for a career in
science or industry, established a
high scholastic record at South
Portland High School. The Boys'
Fund Drive Begins
State delegate was a track and
The station's annual drive for football letterman.
operating funds starts September
Debater Receives Grant
29 and continues until October 7.
Carbide scholar Harlow is a
Each student will be asked to contribute 50 cents. A goal of $300 member of the Bates varsity debate
squad. The junior dean's list stuhas been set.
dent is news editor of the STUA meeting of all freshmen and
uppcrclassmcn interested in any DENT.
phase of radio work will be held
at 7 p. m. tomorrow in studio
A. Tryouts will be arranged.

Stwent

A member of the football and
basketball teams, Colby is a sophomore dean's list student.

By Subscription

Rob Players Choose
Taylor's "Sabrina'
Tryouts Reveal
Enthusiam For
Movie Success
"Sabrina Fair", the first Robinson Players' production of the
year, will be presented November
17, 18 and 19 in the Little Theater.
Many Appear at Tryouts
A large number of students from
each class have been present at the
preliminary tryouts for the play.
Any freshman or upperclassman interested either in trying out for
an acting part or in working backstage should consult the bulletin
board at the rear of the Little
Theater.
A second production will be presented in April. Student season
tickets are now on sale for $2, and
separate tickets for each play will
be $1.5(1.
Margaret Sullivan played the
With the coaching assistance of Lavinia M. Schaeffer, director
[title role in "Sabrina Fair" on
for the Robinson Players, several students participate in the Broadway. The recent movie, "Sapreliminary tryouts for "Sabrina Fair".
(Photo by Bryant) brina", is an adaptation of the
play, although it differs considerably in character portrayal am'
emphasis.
Student Directors Selected
Roger Lucas and Richard Pierce
have been chosen to assist Prof.
ing an adequate educational pro- Lavinia Schaeffer as student diBy Dick Bean
In his address at the chapel con- gram for our rapidly expanding rectors. Lucas, who has worked in
summer stock, directed last year's
vocation exercises last Thursday, population.
Mayoralty production of "BrigaPresident Charles F. Phillips noted Comments on Enrollment
doon". Pierce, vice-president of the
the increasing number of appliThirty-six million children are
cants to Hates and the difficulty enrolled in our elementary and I laj i rs this year, has appeared in
"On Borrowed Time", "Dial M
in limiting the number of Students. secondary schools this fall, he comfor Murder" and "St. Joan".
Dr. Phillips stated that people mented. This number is expected to
do not realize the tremendous prob increase by one-half million next Chairmen Chosen
Robinson Players president Vir'tin facing America today: provid- year and by three million within
ginia Fedor has announced the
live years.
standing committee chairmen for
"Today we are an education- the year. In charge of properties
minded people." said President will be Coragene Marshall, who
Phillips. He pointed out that 8b
served as head of the properties
per cent of the high school age
committee for "Taming • of the
group is in school and 30 per cent Shrew". David Campbell is to
of our older youth is in college.
handle the lighting.
To absorb the ever-increasing deThelma Pierce will supervise the
mand for education due to growcostume department, with Maring interest and growing populagaret Sharpe continuing as head of
tion, 40,000 new classrooms must
the makeup committee.
be added to our schools each year.
(Continued on page eight)
Notes Scarcity
\

PrexyA ddresses Students
At Convocation Program

Campus Welcomes Newcomers

He further noted that the scarcity of trained teachers has resulted in too-large classes. Concluding
his remarks on the nation's gen
cral educational picture, he stated,
"There is rough going ahead for
our schools."

NEW FACULTY MEMBERS converse with veteran professors in this informal scene in
the faculty lounge. From left to right are David C. Redding, instructor in English; Prof.
Ilene E. Avery; Theodore P. Wright, Jr., instructor in government; Richard G. Chandler,
instructor in economics; Joseph P. Dowling, instructor in cultural heritage; and Prof.
Lavinia M. Schaeffer.
(Story on page 2)

The president .noted that Bates
this year reaffirmed its decision to
remain a small college. "The basic
features of a liberal education can
liest be achieved at a small college."
he stated. Here at Bates our classes are definitely smaller than at
large schools and we have opportunity for closer faculty-student
relationships.
At large colleges where classes
may contain as many as 400 students, there is no opportunity for
critical contact with professors. In
(Continued on page three)

Librarian Dies
Mrs. Blanche Whittum Roberts. 76, former librarian at
Bates College, died September
21 in Philadelphia, Pa., after a
long illness.
The librarian emerita was
born in Lewiston and was grad
uated from Bates in 1899. A
member of the Bates Key, the
late Mrs. Roberts studied library science at the Amherst Summer Library School, the Forbes
Summer Library School, and
the Simmons Summer Library
School.
She acted as assistant librarian in 1903 and became a librarian in 1909, remaining on
the Bates faculty until 1944.
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Faculty Newcomers Find Friendly
Atmosphere, Small-College Appeal

Frosh Rules
Student Council

A. Beanies and Name Tags shall be worn by each freshman.
By Larry Evans
1. Beanies and. Name Tags may be removed from 5:30
(Ed. note: This is the first of two articles on Bates' new faculty. The second will appear next
A. M. Sunday until 7:00 P. M. on Sunday.
week.)
2. Name tags must be worn in such a position that they
Returning upperclassmen last week discovered 13 new faculty members on hand to
are visible at all times with the exception as noted
welcome them back. The newcomers are teaching in the nursing, chemistry, English, govabove.
ernment, economics, psychology, geology, cultural heritage, and speech departments.
3. Beanies shall not be worn in any building except
Chase Hall and shall not be worn while eating.
Theodore P. Wright, Jr., who
joins Dr. John C. Donovan in the
B. Coeducation shall take place only at specified times.
government department, comes to, students and faculty; this contrasts
1. Weekdays until 5:30 P. M.
Bates directly from his doctoral vividly in his mind with the im2. Weekends: 6:00 A. M. Saturday to 9:30 P M. Sunday
studies in international relations at personality of the University of
(in accordance with Women's House Rules.)
Yale. Wright was attracted to Pennsylvania.
3.
Ten
minutes after rallies and other all-college funcBates, he declared, by its similar Bates Campus Impresses
tions.
ity to Swarthmore, where he
President Charles F. Phillips
The Bates campus made an imearned his A.B. with high honors. mediate good impression on Rich- announced this summer the pro- C. Freshmen shall know the full name of every upperclassman in his dormitory by the end of the first full
Yale Cynics Distress Prof
ard G. Chandler, instructor in ec- motion of six members of the
A Navy veteran of World War onomics. A graduate of Thiel Col- Bates faculty.
week of classes.
Ryland H. Hewitt, Walter SloII, he is presently awaiting approv- lege in Pennsylvania, this Coast
D. Freshmen will be present at all dormitory meetings,
al of his dissertation. While at Guard veteran is working toward venski, Robert W. Hatch, Dr. Roy
work projects, rallies, and all other special activities or
Yale, Wright also taught in the his Ph.D. at the University of P. Fairfield, Dr. Robert W. Elliott,
Freshman function as designated by the Student
and Dr. William B. Thomas atundergraduate school and was dis- Pittsburgh.
Council.
tained
a
higher
rank.
tressed by the "cynicism" of YakChandler, who has worked proE. Freshman men shall learn all college cheers and songs,
students. He particulary approves fessionally as an accountant, is Hewitt Advances
and shall use the Bates "Hello."
Hewitt, who received both his
of Bates' traditional ban on teaching accounting, labor, and
fraternities.
B.A.
and
M.A.
at
Cornell,
is
now
core economics at Bates. His field
F. Freshman shall notify proctors before they leave town.
While an
undergraduate at of concentration is growth assistant professor of speech. The
former instructor joined the Bates G. Each freshman room will be responsible for making a
Swarthmore. Wright lived across economics.
football placard which they will carry at all rallies and
faculty in 1952.
the hall from his classmate, David Psychologist Likes Small College
home football games. Freshmen will also sit in the desSlovenski, who also has served
C. Redding, who now rounds out
ignated sections in the stands during the home games.
Small
colleges
appeal
particularthree
years
at
Bates,
advanced
Bates' English department. Both
There will be a contest during the Back-to-Bates Weekwere pleasantly surprised at their ly to Prof. F. Kenneth Howe, who from instructor to assistant proend activities, at which time a cash prize will be awardreplaces C. James Herrick in psy- fessor of physical education. He
unexpected reunion.
chology and teaches the core holds his B.A. from Syracuse Unied to the best football placard of the season.
Hi Fi Fan Joins Faculty
course in that department. His first versity and his M.A. from NYU. H. Freshmen will be excluded from the pool room except
Redding has been pursuing his
impression of Bates, he relates Football Coach Earns Promotion
on Saturday.
doctoral studies at the University
was "so favorable" that he can
Hatch, who recently earned his
of Pennsylvania, specializing in the hardly describe it.
I.
The
wearing of any High School or Prep School Insigmaster's degree at Boston UniverEnglish Renaissance. A hi fi ennia
on
a sweater, jacket, etc., is absolutely forbidden.
Professor Howe, who holds his sity, is now assistant professor of
thusiast, he was music critic on
Only
if
necessary may one wear such apparel, but almaster's degree from Boston Uni- physical education. The varsity
Swarthmore's newspaper.
ways
inside
out.
The new English instructor versity, has taught at that institu- football coach has been at Bates
J. Each freshman must comply with the rules" governing
lauded the "friendly" atmosphere tion and at Nichols Junior College. since 1949.
his dormitory.
Dr. Fairfield advanced from asA native of Brookline, Mass., he
served in the Army during World sistant to associate professor of K. Veterans and transfer students may be excluded from
War II.
cultural heritage. A '43 graduate
all rules if they so desire.

Bates Promotes
Six Members Of
Academic Staff

HoodDairyFund
Oiiers Nurses
Scholarship Aid

(Continued on page three)

Mirror

President Charles F. Phillips
All seniors are urged to
has made known a grant of $13,500
make appointments for "Mirpresented to Bates College by the
ror" pictures as soon as posHood Dairy Foundation. This will
sible. See Diane Felt in Rand
enable the college to give four
Hall for sign-ups.
$500 scholarships to New England
The advertising staff of the
Baptist Hospital students who are
"Mirror" will meet at 7 p. m.
enrolled in the college nursing protomorrow in the basement of
gram.
Roger Williams Hall. All inThese scholarships will be given
terested freshmen are invited
during each of the next three years.
to attend.
The grant will also meet the expenses for changes being made in
the program.
In 1952, the Hood Foundation
helped several deserving students
to qualify for college degrees in
addition to their nursing degrees.
"Welcome, freshmen"
echoed
The present grant replaces the one
around the campus last week as
given in 1952.
the members of the class of '59
arrived with suitcases, packs, bicyDebate Council Has cles, and trunks.
VarsityTeamTryouts, Following dinner at the Commons, students and parents attendFrosh Give Speeches ed an assembly in the Alumni
Tryouts for the varsity debating gym. Milton L. Lindholm, director
team will be held October 10 and of admissions for men, welcomed
11 in Pettigrew Hall, the Debate the new members of the Bates
family and David Olney led group
Council announced last week.
Acting coach J. Weston Walch, singing.
President Charles F. Phillips adof Portland, will select teams for
tournament
competition
from dressed the group, graciously inamong 26 forensic aspirants.
Walch Replaces Quimby
FAMOUS BRAND SHOES
Walch, who has written many
at
widely-used debate handbooks, reLOW FACTORY PRICES
places Prof. Brooks Quimby, who
We Cater To The Small
is touring the speech department
Campus Pocket Book
of selected eastern colleges on his
sabbatical leave.
Freshmen hopefuls will present
5-minute persuasive speeches in
tryout sessions on October 12.
Varsity debaters and members of
36 COURT ST.
AUBURN
the speech department will judge
"Right AcrOM The Bridge"
the candidates.

of Bates, the former Fulbright
scholar received his Ph.D. at Harvard.
Elliott Becomes Full Professor
Dr. Robert W. Elliott, head of
the language division, has become
professor of French. Recipient of
a Ph.D. from Princeton, he joined
the Bates faculty in 1952.
Dr. William Thomas, who came
to Bates in 1934, is now professor
of chemistry. A part-time research
chemist with the Bates Manufacturing Company, he earned his doctorate at the University of Wisconsin.

Student Government
Bibs
Freshmen are required to wear their identification bibs
and garnet hair ribbons until Debibbing Night, except during church attendance and when out of town.

Coeducation
Freshman women are not permitted to coeducate after
5:30 P. M. on week days until Debibbing Night. This is interpreted to mean that appointments of all kinds with Bates
or town men, including riding, walking or talking on campus
or in the Twin Cities, entertaining in the dormitories, telephoning and corresponding by mail are prohibited. Permission to coeducate with out-of-town guests may be secured
from the proctors.
Coeducation rules do not apply on weekends from Saturday morning until 9:30 P. M. Sunday, at rallies and 10 minutes after college functions, on the night before a holiday, durviting the parents to remain for ing club meetings or on special occasions when so posted.
breakfast and the Chapel service
Courtesy
but then to "go home".
Freshman
women
are
expected to show respect to the
Under bright skies the freshmen
marched to Thorncrag Sunday af- upperclass women in the following ways:
ternoon for the Outing Club's open
(a) By opening doors and permitting upperclass women
to precede them on all occasions.
house. After hunting animals and
playing games on the plateau, the
(b) By pouring milk and water in the dining hall.

Freshmen Participate In
Welcome Week Activities

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE

group enjoyed cider and donuts at
the cabin.
Chickens Fry to Music
Adorned with nametags donated
by the Chamber of Commerce, the
freshmen ate fried chicken at the
(Continued on page three)

STRAND
THURS. - SAT.

"Moonfleet"
"Court Martial"

Friday - Saturday
John Wayne - Lana Turner

SUN. - WED.

——

Sunday - Tuesday ——
Bob Hope
"SEVEN LITTLE FOYS"
"CASE OF THE RED
MONKEY'"

Wednesday

- Saturday

Stewart Granger

RITZ
THEATRE
— Wednesday - Thursday —
"EAST OF EDEN"
"DOUBLE JEOPARDY"

"SEA CHASE"
"GORILLA AT LARGE"

EMPIRE

David Niven

"Footsteps In The
Fog"

JOAN CRAWFORD

"Female On The
Beach"
Sunday - Wednesday

Jean Simmons

JOEL McCRAE

"Confidence Girl"

"Witchita"

Stewart Granger
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Bates Welcomes Faculty
(Continued from page two)
Mi-s Jean. Houston of PawtuckProfessor Howe's speed field of it. Rhode Island, has been named
interest is mental hygiene and an instructor in nursing. Since
adolescence.
1952 she has served as coordinator
of Bates' nursing program at the
New England Baptist Hospital in
Boston.
(Continued from page two)
The recipient of a Boston Unitwin-city barbecue, complete with
versity
bachelor's degree in nurslively band music.
ing education, Miss Houston will
Freshmen attended registration
continue to live in Boston witli
meetings, took Janguage and chemthird and fourth year nursing stuistry placement tests, filled out indents now studying at various
terest inventories, and purchased
Boston hospitals.
books. -Each posed for an identification photo and toured the library.

Frosh Week

Rowe, Stred Pass on Traditions
At the annual traditions night
program, Dean Harry W. Rowe
and Frank O. Stred, Jr., described
the activities and tales which have
been passed from class to class
through the years.
WAA sponsored a party for the
women to acquaint them with each
other and with WAA activities.
The men attended a men's night
program in Chase Hall.
Upperclassmen Return
"The Freshman and the College" was discussed Wednesday
morning by Diane Felt, Stu-G
president, and by Eugene Taylor,
president of Stu-C. Stu-G held a
reception for the new women at
the Women's Union and introduced
the faculty members.
Upperclassmen met the
new
students at the CA's IMUR party
Wednesday evening. W i 11 i a m
Huckabce, master of ceremonies
directed
traffic
and introduced
campus talent.
Lacking cooperation from the
weather, the CA held the Stanton
Ride last Saturday in the cage. Af
ter eating hot dogs, the freshmen
sang and discussed their first week
on the Bates campus.

Notice

Tickets for the Bates CollegeLewiston-Auburn Ambassadors'
Conference are still available
from Assistant to the President
John B. Annett. Admission to
the five conference sessions
which
feature
ambassadors
from Austria, Liberia. Pakistan,
Turkey, and China is $2.50.

Convocation
(Continued from page one)
contrast, last semester Bates had
only one class of over 50 students
and nearly half of all classes had
2(1 or less.
Quoting from a letter written by
a student at a large university after a visit to this campus, President Phillips read, "Bates is a
small enough college so that what
happens on campus matters to
everyone." He commented that we
must not remain small simply because it is easier to do, or because
it is more fun for the students.
In conclusion, Dr. Phillips remarked that to maintain an outstanding small college the students
must
cooperate
by
developing
habits of treating good books, music, and knowledge as friends.

OC Plans First Enrollment Falls Faculty Offers
Mountain Climb At 807 Mark New Literature,
Registrar Mabel L. Libby last
The Outing Club starts its fall
program with a mountain climb on week cited enrollment figures for , Drama Courses
Sunday. Old Speck Mountain, situated about 55 miles from Lewiston, will be the site of the first
climb of the season.
Students will leave the campus
by chartered bus directly after
breakfast and return to the campus
in the early evening.
Extend Invitation
Prospective mountain climbers are
also invited to join the Outing
Clubs next trek to Mount Chocorua
in New Hampshire, Oct. 16.
All students are eligible to sign
up for the mountain climbs.

'Mademoiselle' Nag
Seeks Guest Editors
All Bates women are eligible to
apply now for membership in the
1055-56 College Board of Mademoiselle magazine.
Twenty college women will be
chosen to work for one month on
Mademoiselle's staff. Fifty runnersup also have a chance to submit material to the nationally-circulated
magazine.
Offer Writing Opportunities
All seventy winners will do two
assignments during the college year.
These assignments
give
board
members a chance to write features
about campus life; to submit art
work, features, fiction, or promotion ideas, etc.
Bates
alumna
Jane Kendall,
daughter of Prof. Raymond L. Kendall, was one of the twenty winners in 1950. All interested candidates should contact Sylvia Perfetli
in Rand Hall.

When your courses are set
And a dream-girl you've met...
Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL!

b«re pleasure!
It's a psychological fact:
Pleasure helps your disposition.
If you're a smoker, remember
— more people get more
pure pleasure from Camels
than from any other cigarette!

No other cigarette is so
rich-tasting, yet so mild!

1. J. R.jnoM. Totacro Co.. Wiiuton-Salnn. N. C,

THREE

the first semester.
Bates opened its doors this month
to 807 students, as opposed to 849
in September 1954. A break-down
of the figures reveals 365 women
and 442 men registered for classes.
Fewer Seniors Return
Seniors number 141 (78 women,
6,5 men) instead of 183 a year ago.
The junior class counts 180 members (76 women, 94 men), 12 more
than the 168 registered in 1954.
Returning sophomores total 226
(91 women, 135 men), while last
year found 228 second-year students
on campus. Freshman enrollment
stands at 270 (120 women, 150
men), a total identical with last
year's figures.
Five Transfers Enter

The English department offers
two new courses lliis year for stuj dents interested in American literalure. The first semester course is
' American fiction, which will be followed in the second semester by
American drama.
Prof. Robert G. Berkelman will
teach the new subjects. In addition
to lectures and outside reading,
Professor Berkelman offers a list of
first semester required reading.
The books include "Moby Dick",
by Melville; Lewis' "Arrowsmith";
"Interlude in the Dust", by Faulkner: Wilder's "Bridge of San Luis
Key"; and a selection of James'
writing.

Parade Arouses
Enthusiasm For
Saturdays Game

Five transfer students joined the
student body. They are Adele
Brody (sister of Morton Brody '55)
from the University of Maine,
Douglas Leathern from Cornell,
Richard Laughlin from Hofs.tra
To arouse enthusiasm for Satand Adelphi. and Robert Lowdc-i
urday's football game, a rally is
from Rutgers.
being held at 7 p. m. Friday. The
(Continued on page eight)
football band will summon students
from their dorms to the meetingplace, which has not yet been announced.
Thursday
Speeches by several of the footWVBC Mass Meeting, 7 p. m.,
ball players, songs, and a skit will
Pettigrcw Hall, Studio A
be preesnted. Led by Diane Felt,
Sunday
head -cheerleader,
the cheering
OC Mountain Climb
squad is expected to perform new
Christian
Science
Reception,
I cheers.
Women's Union, 7 to 9 p. m.
Tuesday
This year's cheerleaders include
Robinson Players' Monthly Miss Felt, Brenda Buttrtck, Wilma
Gero, Miriam Hamm, Jane CorMeeting
CA Art Show and Tea, 3:30 to .soii. Patricia Ly might, and Carolyn
Cram.
5 p. m., Women's Union

Calendar
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Hi Agrees With Henry,
Japanese Student Here

Editorials
"Town And Gown"

"My purpose in coming here is
to know America better", says
Masakiyo Morozumi, a Japanese
student entering Bates this year.
Masakiyo. who prefers
to
be
known as Henry, the English
translation of his name, arrived in
the United States three weeks ago.

What does a parent do when he wishes to order a birthday
cake for a son or a daughter away at college in a faraway
city? What does he do when he wants to visit his son or
daughter and needs overnight accommodations in that city?
If the son or daughter happens to be a Bates student, the
parent can call on the Lewiston Chamber of Commerce for
a solution to his problem.
William T. Davis, president of the local Chamber of Commerce, presented the freshman class with honorary Chamber
membership cards last week. These cards enable them to use
the facilities of the Chamber office and permits them to participate in any of its activities (except voting) during their
four years at the college.
Chamber Member Stales Purpose
Davis initiated the idea of honorary membership for students last year. According to William P. Tewhey, executive
vice-president of the Chamber, the purpose behind this action was to show the "admiration of the community for
Bates College and to make the new freshmen feel welcome."
The twin-city barbecue held September 18 was not the
first courtesy shown the class of '59. During the summer, the
Chamber sent personal letters to the parents of all Bates
freshmen telling them that their children were welcome to
the community and offering the services of the Chamber
to them.
Organizations Present Solutions
The student well might ask what he could do to benefit the
community. Our CA provides one solution in the form of its
community service program. This program enables anyone
interested in working with children to spend one afternoon
a week at the local orphanage or at the CMG hospital children's ward.
Those interested in church activities are given the opportunity of conducting church services and Sunday school
classes by inquiring into the CA deputations program.
The Outing Club provides another solution. Its "spring
spruce-up" project, for example, actually benefits the city
by ridding the property around the college of accumulated
debris.
"Town And Gown" Relations
"Town and gown" relations in general will never be 100
per cent perfect. It's still too easy for a student to enter a
community theatre and let off steam. Also, it's still too easy
for a member of the community to jeer at a college student.
Opportunity is knocking though. Just open the door for
yourself.

We Knew Him When . . .
In the September issue of Time appeared an article entitled "The Tension of Change". This article stated that the
astounding progress of racial desegregation was "one of the
most important changes on the U. S. scene in September,
1955, as the nation's children trooped back to school . . ."
". . . white and Negro children for the first time sat
together in classrooms. This simple fact . . . resulted
from a legal victory: the U. S. Supreme Court's decisions
. . . holding segregated schools contrary to the 14th
Amendment.
Lauds Thurgood Marshall
"The name indelibly stamped on this victory is that of
Thurgood Marshall, 47, counsel for the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People."
Upperclassmen will recall that Marshall addressed government students in Citizenship Laboratory and presented
a chapel program at Bates last April. At that time, the
NAACP counsel predicted that the racial segregation would
disappear when the present elementary school population
comes of age.

STUDENT Orientation
In this, the first of 26 issues, the Bates STUDENT would
like to orient the reader to its pages.
Barring vacation and exam weeks, the eight-page college
newspaper appears every Wednesday afternoon. It contains
three main sections: news, features, and sports.
News Coverage And Calendar
Pages one, two, three, and eight are devoted to recent or
future events that might be of interest to the campus in
general. The lower left-hand corner of page two will be reserved hereafter for the college calendar in the hope that the
reader will find it an easy reference point for scheduled
events.
Editorials, letters to the editor, and the STUDENT'S masthead may be found on page four. Pages four and five include
feature material. This year's feature staff will offer a number
of bi-weekly and monthly columns designed to amuse and/or
enlighten the reader.
Pages six and seven include sports editorials and articles.
Local movie ads generally appear on page two.

He landed in San Francisco and
proceeded on a transcontinental
bus ride to Maine. During the
trip he particularly noticed the
friendliness
and
frankness
of
Americans.

further by knowing Americans and
grasping
their
true
feelings
better".
Sees Red Decline
Asked to comment on political
conditions in Japan. Henry noted
that the Communists, strong directly following World War II,
"now have scarcely any power".
He stressed, however, that his
opinions are only personal and do
not necessarily reflect general Japanese feeling.

The Japanese educational system, Henry says, strongly resemThe last automobiles and beau- bles the American plan. Before the
tiful houses of "middle-class" peo- war it differed, but shortly after
ple also attracted Henry's atten- the war authorities reorganized it.
tion.
Occidental Orientation
Impressed with the beauty of
Henry himself began primary
San Francisco, he says that Main.'
school at eight, and followed this
is the most attractive state he has
early training with the usual four
seen. Henry finds Bates "very
years in high school.
spontaneous and friendly", and
.Commentinggenerally en his new
comments that the student,V reenvironment. Henry states that
member names so easily.
because his family had adopted the
Old Grad in Tokyo
Western manner of life, he does
Henry heard of Bates in his na- not feel as strangely here as many
tive Tokyo, and talked with a 1937 other Japanese might.
graduate of the college before sailing. Bates was selected for his Dress for New Year
Henry has brought several Japatraining by the authorities of the
nese costumes to Bates although
Grew Foundation.
This organization, set up by a Western dress is more familiar to
former American Ambassador to him than Oriental. In Japan he wore
Japan, awarded him a scholarship the traditional kimono only for ceremonial occasions and holidays such
for American study.
as New Year's Day.
Possible Diplomat
Before receiving the grant, Hen- Hi "Sounds Funny"
Notes Prosperity

Vincent L. McKusick
A suninia cum laude graduate from Bates, Vincent L. McKusick, '44, was law clerk to
Chief Judge Learned Hand of
the U. S. Court of Appeals in
1950. In 1951 he worked in the
chamhers of Justice
Frankfurter in the Supreme Court.
While
at
Bates,
McKusick was elected to Phi Beta
Kappa and Delta Sigma Rho.
In 1947 he received his Master
of Science in electrical engineering from M.I.T. He was
graduated from Harvard Law
School in 1950.
While in
military
service
during World War II, McKusick served as an engineer
with the Manhattan Project at
Los Alamos, New Mexico.
Recently appointed secretary
of the Board of Directors of
the Bates Manufacturing Company,
McKusick
has
been
alumni trustee of Bates College since 1952. He is a partner
in the Portland law firm of
Hutchinson,
Pierce,
Atwood
and Scribner and is active in
Maine politics.

One thing sometimes startles
ry attended high school in Tokyo.
Active in school broadcasting, he him. Our word "Hi", he says,
also found time to be a track and means "yes" in Japanese; and he
admits that our universal Bate?
field manager.
At Bates, Henry intends to study greeting still "sounds funny".
mathematics and physics, while de
Foreign students from Korea,
ciding on a possible career in dip- Nigeria, Greece, and India are exlomacy. This interest he hopes to pected to arrive this week.

Hates fjp Student
EDITORIAL STAFF

Congratulations and best wishes
to engaged: Jill Farr and John
Davis. Ginny Clow and Jerry
Fowler. Fran Crandell and Dave
Flanders, Joan Gibson and Jim
Riopel, Pat Tobey and Bob Greenberg.
Married were Gail Molander and Al Goddard, Priscilla
Hatch and Hank Stred, Carol
Hollister and George Conklin,
Sylvia Magnuson and Ken
Cook, Garth Keeland and
Marty Schoman, Jean McDaniels and Gene Soto, Smokey Stover and Nancy Walker,
Renee Baker and Dick Gillespie.
Others married this summer
are Jerry Bullock and Lois
Perry, Jack Merrill and Aurelia Miku, Marie Miranti and
Al Barnett, Cris Schwarz and
Jon Fleming, Pat Francis and
Reuben Cholakian, Art Paton
and Nancy Allegier, Ginny
Reed and Brad White, Joan
Gagnon and' Allyn Coombs.
Names of other married students will appear in later issues of this newspaper.
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Campus Dons New Dress Letter Home Expresses Answer To
Before Ninety - first Act QuerVj "What, Do Frosh Think?"

"It took five men five days to
clean Mitchell House last June,"
was Al Johnson's terse Comment.
Remembering the accumulated
dirt, debris and dcvestation upperclassmen left behind them, they
were agreeably surprised to see the
face-lifting the campus received
during the summer.
The Rand butt room, with its
light
oak
finish
and
bright
cushions, is one of the most striking changes. Other new coloi
notes are tlie pink entrance hall in
Libbey, and aqua wallpaper in the
Women's Union.
Roger Bill Muffled
Roger Bill has received some
much-needed sound-proofing. Several of the girls' dorms have new

interior decoration, but only Frye
House has the distinction of a
The address on the envelope of
much-admired blue-tiled baththis letter, placed in the private
room.
An atmosphere of progressive box reserved for the STUDENT,
change is felt in less tangible as- had been defaced. The loser may
pects of the campus. There are reclaim it at the P.A. office.
new faces and new ideas in many
Dear Kdgar,
of the departments.
I have yet to have the confines
Q.P.R. Rises
of
the Academy, mainly due to a
Miss Eaton has a variety of
new books, including "People of lark of money for hiring an interPanama" by Biesanz, and Louis preter to guide me through the
But from reports this
Broinfield's new book, "From My town.
Experience." Especially interst- metropolis of Maine is a marveling to seniors is Pinegold'a "Fel- ous panorama of color after dark
lowships, scholarships and Loans." when a myriad of Schlitz signs rePerhaps not so welcome a places streetlights along the main
change is the raise in the q.p.r. thoroughfare.
standard for freshmen. At the end
Needless to say, Lewiston has a
of first semester, a freshman is on distinctive air all its own, sometrial with loss of cuts if his q.p.r. thing which each individual must
is below 1.2. He is dropped if it savor for himself to really appreci(Continued from page four)
ate the fine outdoors of Maine.
is below .750.
pointed Chesterfield campus repreFormer classes have had as Coeducational Divide
sentative.
their deadlines .9 and .5 respecBates has a lovely campus, and
This September brought
tively.
much
like its many affairs, the wofresh new faces, but upperWorkers Get Nickel
men are at one end and the men
classmen were glad to welCompensating for this new rulcome back old ones — Bill
ing, however, is the five cent at another. Around the coeducational divide are scattered buildMoriarty, Dave Talcott, Dick
hourly increase for all campus
ings where the sexes mingle for a
Lubitz, John Moore, Boyd
employees. Sixty-five cents is the
few hours each day in pursuit of
Savoy, and Ricky Manner.
welcome new standard for all stuThe two freshman boys, who dent janitors, library assistants higher learning.
lost Roger Bill somewhere be- and Rand and Commons workers.
Having satisfied themselves
tween J.B. and Lewiston High
with my mentality early last
needn't feel embarrassed about it.
spring, the administration chose to
They are not the only ones who
test my sanity upon arrival. Exgot a wee bit mixed up those first
cept for a rather abnormal tenfew days.
dency to love my family and reTwo senior girls arrived at Libspect all that they have given mc.
For only the second time in
bey Forum on Saturday morning
the psychology tests revealed no
Dean Harry Rowe's memory, the
for a child psychology class. HavFreudian subversion in my emoannual Stanton Ride was changed
ing no idea about which room the
tional make-up.
to a walk past a lunch-line in the
class was held in, they were glad
cage when rain forced cancella- IMUR Invoked
to see the professor of the class
tion of the Christian AssociationWhen not taking tests, I spent
walking into a classroom.
sponsored
event
last
Saturday
afmost
of my time trying to disThey followed him in, congratternoon.
cover
the gut courses (one's as
ulating themselves on their craftiAfter consuming about 45 good as another, I always say)
ness. Imagine the shock when the
girls and the professor found that pounds of frankfurters, a large and attempting to establish a
the rest of the class was there to keg of cider, and several cans of beachhead in the girls' dorms bemilk, most of the freshmen went fore the upperclassmen arrived.
take labor economics.
back to their dorms.
The latter's arrival was graced
Freshmen may be shy about
Dean Rowe said that a fresh- with a prayer meeting under the
taking too many free refreshman assembly would be held in the guidance of the Christian Associa
ments, but upperclassmen
near future at which the class of tion, in which some minor diety,
never have such qualms. Just
1959 would hear the story of Un- IMUR, was invoked.
to prove it — two upperclasscle Johnny Stanton and the saga
men divided at least 12 cups
Frankly, the wisest course seems
of loneliness and despair on
of ice cream between them at
to lie in my slashing my wrists —
Mount Gile. The class picture
the IMUR party.
the least I can lose is blood, which
will also be taken then.
(Continued on page eight)
I understand will be taken later,
on account, to pay for electricity
and room damage, anyway.
DRY CLEANSING
See Our
Hello and Hello Again
SERVICE
COMPLETE LINE
They have a fine custom known
of
as the "Bates Hello," a friendly
ZIPPER NOTE BOOKS
greeting exchanged by all a miland FILLERS

Vet VoodU*

Stanton Ride Is
Walk In Cage

School Supplies of All Kinds

geMijpaperca

<^
IMCORPC**TeO
<*F*#
CLEANSERS h FUHHJERB

It's welcome to the frosh
TeL 4-7326
Call and Delivery
College Agent - Joan Davidson

and upperclassmen. Here's
hoping that you start off on

Dear Mom: Don't Send Me My "Little Louie's
Construction Leisure Kit ..."
lion times a day, though the record of one particularly pleased
person is far beyond that number.
To remain an individual and say
nothing carries the stigma of
"bourgeois".
However, the opposite course
leads to a communistic principle of
all minds and souls breathing one
great thought. Lately, to escape
the social ostracism of Red and
Capitalist alike, / have been practicing a combination sneer and
growl which separates me from the
mob but which has ' some of the
appearances of tradition.
The established practice in the
classroom appears to be a rapidfire writing, begun upon the arrival
and first words of the prof and
ended with the bell, when, if he's
a good prof, he closes his mouth,
picks up his notes and departs.
Perils of Wisdom
Only a grind scrapes the mud
from the pearls tossed to the
swine! And, besides, those introductory remarks, asides, and footnotes may well appear on a popquiz (a brainwashing device designed to trip up those of us who
haven't bought or read last year's
notes from upperclassmen).
In the words of the immoral
Tennyson:
Ours is not to evaluate.
Ours is to drink, regurgitate.
Whither the Greenback?
As yet I've not learned how to
earn money — the principal rea-

son for my journey north, but I'm
sure that by the time of the
sheepskin handout I shall have
found the way from all these
books.
The books give a scholarly appearance to the room; when laid
flat they serve as excellent coasters for cans and also balance that crooked table amazingly
well. They look so good I hate to
open them. Besides, turning the
pages is apt to break the bindings
and hence lower their resale value.
Struggles Onward
Up to the moment I have been
burning the candle at both ends,
but now with the start of classes
and Freshman rules, I shall attempt to strike a match to the
middle. I shall write again later,
when I find time.
Educationally yours,
Bert
Going, Going, Gone . . .
Upperclassmen surrounding the
bulletin board on Friday morning
smiled knowingly as Dean Rowe
commended some freshman boys
on reading the notices. "It's always a good idea to know where
we're going, and the bulletin
board is the place to find room
assignments, etc."
Turning to a sleepy-eyed frosh,
Dean Rowe inquired of the young
man, "And, now, do you know
where you're going?" The mumbled answer — "Back to bed, sir."

the right foot . . Come to

THE GROTTO
RESTAURANT

COOPER'S
Sabattus Street
We Serve The Best

LUIGGI'S PIZZERIA
— Features —

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti
To Eat Here and to Take Out

. . ■ Finest In . . .

ITALIAN FOODS
Pizzas and Ravoli
Our Specialty
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT . . . DELIVERY SERVICE
Dial 2-20S1
107 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON. MAINE

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

Tel. 2-0701
Cor. Horton and Sabattus Sts.
DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE

Modern Cleaners
Campus Agents

THE BLUE GOOSE GRILL

ED PIKE
BOB DUNN

69 SABATTUS STREET
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Losses By Three
Maine Teams
Mark Opening
By Ed Gilson

/

By Bob Lucas
They always said football was unpredictable—. Since
the start of the current football training season, and the
accompanying sports prognostications, Bates followers who
have taken the time to check into early season predictions,
have felt an enormous ego expansion by the reports sports
writers have been circulating.
With certain writers going so far as to say Bates would
be undefeated, things looked wonderfully good for the
Garnet prior to last Saturday, but as we started, "They
always said football was unpredictable."
___
All of which by way of introduction leads us into the
question we want to pose. What is it with Bates athletics,
that a team so obviously filled with the ability necessary
to win a game, still loses?
Nearly every sports writer covering the Bobcats' warmup drills prior to the season's opener saw the potential
Bates has. Likewise nearly every sports writer covering
Saturday's game at least remarked on the flashes of brilliance the Garnet showed.
x
Time and again write-ups of Bates games read to the
effect that "Bates was the victim of bad breaks," or "The
Bobcats should have won." But, like last Saturday, the Bobcats continue to lose. Granted that although the question is
unanswerable, many people, not the least of whom is Bob
Hatch, would love to know why.
From our point of view, the predictions for an undefeated season were perhaps a little far-fetched, but in general,
the ability backing up the men Bates has out for football
certainly warrants favorable forecasts. As Bob Hatch himself said at a pre-season Sports Editors' Conference, held
by the school to facilitate sports publicity, the guy who predicted an undefeated season must be from California. But
as Hatch also said, Bates this year has fielded as good a
prospective team as he has seeen in his six years at Bates.
But aside from the annual speculations which so often
have regarded Bobcat teams favorably, only to be disappointed come Sunday mornings, the fact still remains that
Bates lost a game Saturday, which from all indications and
reports they should have won. To blame the loss on
"breaks" and all the other factors to which we have resorted so often in the past, appears a little foolish at this
point.
The "hows" and "whys" would be extremely interesting
to a great number of people, but unfortunately they simply
are not forthcoming. That Bates lost its opening game isn't
the most reassuring fact in the world, but at the same time
it isn't the most disheartening The Bobcats haven't won
an opener in football for the past six years or so, but they
have come back to finish strongly.
With the Northeastern game coming up as the Garcelon
Field opener this Saturday, the Cats will have a tough row
to hoe, and perhaps morale might have been better
had they beaten Norwich, but one thing is certain: there
are guys on the team who love to play ball, and there are
guys who can play ball. If things go right Bates can win,
and no little help to the team can come from a good home
crowd.
Knowing that a good, lively crowd is behind them provides a huge incentive for a team, so let's welcome the Cats
to Garcelon with a good turn-out Saturday.
HATCH LAUDS HIGGINS
In writing of the Sports Editors' Conference mentioned
above, an interesting occurrance is brought to mind concerning last year's Bobcat quarterback, Dave Higgins. The
conference, held annually, immediately preceding the arrival of the freshman for freshman week activities, proved
very successful in terms of attendance. Some twenty-odd
Maine sportswriters turned out for the luncheon followed
by a press conference with the coaches, a picture taking
session, and concluded with a scrimmage with Maine Maritime Academy, which, incidentally, Bates lost 6-0.
During the course of the luncheon and press conference,
Coach Hatch sent out a few verbal laurels to past Bates
teams by way of comparison with his present squad- And
one of the names he mentioned specifically was that of Dave
Higgins. As an Auburn. Maine, resident, Higgins naturally
was well known to the writers in attendance, with the resulting good reception of the Hatch-given compliments.
In short, Hatch's reminisces brought to mind the superb
showing Dave made in his final game for Bates against
Colby last year, and it was reassuring to hear a few words
of praise from a man like Hatch, from whom a few words
mean more than volumes from a more vociferous individual.
His statement to the effect that Higgins always played his
best was well received by the men who had followed Dave's
career for nearly all his life.
As' Hatch said, Higgins was not the type of individual

While the Bates Bobcats were
absorbing a 19-0 upset at the hands
of the Norwich Cadets, the other
Maine elevens also suffered defeats in their initial gridiron encounters.
The University of Maine Black
Bears dropped a close one to
Rhode Island, 7-0. A pass from
Jim Adams to Dick Goorley for
the lone score highlighted a 67
yard scoring
drive.
Thurlow
Cooper in the line and Jim Duffy
in the backfield were outstanding
for Maine and bear watching this
season.
Bowdoin Bows To Tufts
Bowdoin started out strong,
then crumbled under the strong
game of Tufts
team of Tufts to lose 19-2. Tufts,
ed by soph back Paul Abrahamlan, scored touchdowns in the
second, third, and fourth quarters.
Bowdoin veterans Steve McCabe,
John Libby, and a sophomore full
back, John Papacosma, were Polar
Bear standouts.
The Colby Mules, the only remaining State Series competitor,
scheduled to open its season
against Amherst Saturday, had an
unexpected, off day. A polio threat
at Amherst forced school officials
to call off the game.
Northeastern
and
Brandeis,
Bates opponents for the next two
weeks, won and lost respectively.
Northeastern squeeked by an improved and scrappy Springfield
7-0. Brandeis was overcome by
Boston College 27-0. Both Northeastern and Brandeis loom as
tough competition for the Bobcats
and hard work is the menu for
Bates footballers this week.
All Maine Teams At Home
Colby opens with Middlebury
up at Waterville this Saturday
and Bowdoin faces probably the
best small college powerhouse in
New England, Trinity College of
Hartford, at Brunswick. Maine
-hould get on the winning track
when it faces Vermont up at
Orono.

Unbeaten Husky Invades
Bates For Home Opener
By Jack DeGange
To many of us, the important
thing today is getting a jump on
the books that will make or break
us during the coming semester.
But to a few who like to get away
from them for awhile and get out
into the fresh air every now and
then, the coming of the 1955 football season is an easy means of
letting off six days of steam.
The 1955 edition of Bobcat
football took the field last Saturday and came out on the short end
of a 19-0 score against Norwich
University. But a lot more people
were watching their hopes and
pockctbooks go away that same
afternoon when Maryland racked
up mighty UCLA. And even at
Bates College a few people were
more interested in the UCLA
game than they were in hearing
the outcome of their own teams
clash with the Cadets from Northfield, Vermont.
Face Northeastern Saturday
But so much for that. This coming Saturday the home folks wili
get their first chance to watch the
'Cats in action when they meet
undefeated Northeastern University at Garcelon Field It will be
the first chance for the campus to
see a team that is supposed to
show the most promise in many
a year. With a more experienced
backfield and some outstanding
freshmen to plug the gaps left by
departed seniors, the Garnet arc
in line to give the fans quite a
charge as they take on the visiting
Huskies.
And now for Northeastern.
They're undefeated to date but

Notice
The Department of Physical
Education announces that all
student pass books must be
picked up before Saturday.
Men who have not yet
picked up their books are
asked to do so today.
Also, all students and faculty are asked to enter Garcelon Field on Saturday by
way of the student entrance on
Bardwell Street.

they're not an all-winning ballclub
cither. The Huskies closed with a
charge to tie Rhode Island of the
Yankee Conference at 13-13 two
weeks ago and then this past Saturday broke into the win column
with a tight 7-0 victory over
Springfield College. Theirs is a ball
club that is pulling surprises out
of the little black bag.
Huskies Show Power
The Huskies weren't rated too
highly in the pre-season forecasts
but since taking the field they
have shown themselves as a team
that is going to cause every team
on their schedule a very tough
contest. Featuring a fine crop of
sophomore prospects, the Huskies
will have plenty of power to throw
against the Garnet this weekend
So this is the weekend that will
let you peek in and get a view of
Bates College football 1955 style
as the Garnet try to prove they
have a real winner and Northeastern attempts to knock them off and
retain their unmarred record.

Bates Women Attend
Field Hockey Clinic
By Judy Larkin
The opening of college finds
field hockey in the foreground of
W.A.A. activities. Although actual
competition hasn't yet begun on
the Bates campus a group of ten
hockey enthusiasts, accompanied
by Helen Briwa and Paula Drake
of the women's physical education
department, travelled to Waterville
last Saturday to attend an all-day
hockey clinic at Colby College.
Miss Townsend Lecture*
The morning was spent with
stick work and warm up drills followed by a lecture on stragedy by
Miss Anne Townsend, an outstanding hockey player and captain of fifteen U. S. field hockey
teams. In the afternoon Miss
Townsend showed film strips on
hockey techniques and coached
those present in the fundamentals
of both defense and attack.
Attending the session from
Bates were Jane Lippincott,
Louise Baker. Eleanor Peck, Judith Larkin, Mary Sinnott, Ruth
Melzard, Barbara Madsen, Joanne Trogler, Mary Bennet, and
Judith Granz.

loaded with the natural ability that makes athletics come
easy. Rather he was always the hard-working type of guy,
who seemed regularly to be playing far better than anyone
WAA Calendar
expected him to be able to.
As for the Maine Maritime scrimmage, the main feature Tuesday and Friday
of the conference, much the same can be said about the ■* p. ni. Rand field, field hockey
Garnet's showing as has already been said about the Norwich game. Bates looked good in streaks, and by the same
Combination Dinner
standards looked very bad in streaks Considering, however, that this was the team's first bona fide contact work
95c
outside of intra-squad scrimmages, their relatively poor
Egg
Roll
— Fried Rice
showing, in light of the build-up given them had to be
Chop Suey & Chow Mein
chalked up to inexperience.
Fresh Bean Sprouts 25c lb.

»

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Gifts and Snacks
249 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON

STECKINO HOTEL and CAFE
Have You Tried

Steckino's Original Pizza Pies?

NANKING
HOTEL
18 Park St.

Lewiston

Clark's Drug Store
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

Serving Italian and American Foods

Steaks - Chops - Salads
Our Specialty
104 MIDDLE STREET
LEWISTON
Dial 4-4151
"For Your Health's Sake Eat at Steckino's"

BIOLOGICALS
Main St. at Bates St.
Tel. 3-0031
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21 Frosh Head Garnet's
53-Man Football Team
By John Manteiga
Twenty-one Bates frosh started
their college football careers early
this September. Among them were
several prospects who were expected to help the Bobcats to a
successful season .
In the end positions, John Tolman and Dave Walsh, both lettermen in high school, have shown
signs of future promise.
Three Guard Prospects
The guards are Fletcher Adams,
Bob Estcs and Jim Geanakas.
Both Adams and Geanakas captained their high school teams.
Bill Tobin and Dick Smallwood
will be of considerable help in the
weak spot on the Bates line-tackle.
Smallwood gave a good performance
in
his
first
appearance
against Norwich Saturday.

has thirty-two upperclassmen to
choose from in selecting his playing team. Among the upperclassmen are a total of 11 returning
lettermen who will bear the brunt
of action this year.

LEWISTON

Central Maine's
Largest and
Finest
Department
Store

, Fumbles Mar Opener;
Garnet Bows 19-0 To Norwich
By Norm Levin*
In a game marred by penalties, fumbles, and intercepted passes, the Cadets from Norwich posted a 19-0 victory over the Garnet at rain-swept Sabine Stadium in Northfleld,
Vermont.

In the last period, the Bobcats
The try for the extra point was
It was a case of "almost, but not
An interesting note on the entire
team is that out of a 53-man total, quite" for the Bobcats as they fail- blocked by John Liljestrand and got their best offensive effort in
Hatch has only three seniors, Cap- ed to capitalize on numerous scor- Norwich kicked off to Bates with the game underway. Starting at
their own 40, the 'Cats marched to
tain Pete Stevens, at guard, Cen- ing opportunities. In the statistical the score 6-0.
a first down on the Cadets' eleven
ter Bob Dunn, and Guard Bob
yard line.
Gillette, three of the eleven lettermen.
On the next play, Freddie DrayWith the rest of the team drawn
ton, who, along with Martin had
from the under classes, inexperisparked the
drive, spun
and
ence seems to be the key word of
straight-armed his way to the three
the Bobcat squad, although the
yard line.
fact that the great majority of the
On the next play, a Norwich
team's members should play next
guard hit Tim Vail's leg as he was
year will be reassuring to those
lateraling, forcing the soph quarwho wish to look ahead.
terback to throw wild.
Juniors Provide Nucleus
Interception Ices Game
Among the juiors fighting for
The fumble rolled back to the
berths on the Bobcat team are let
twelve yard line, where Carletti
termen Phil Carletti, Brian Flynn.
fell on it. With the situation third
Mick McGrath, Bob Martin, Paul
down and eleven to go, the 'Cats
I'crry, and Ed Pike. Chances arc
passed into the left flat.
that t hese men will carry the

Centers are plentiful in this
year's freshman group. Sharky
Charkoudian, Gerry Davis, George
Dresser, Art Mullaney, and Jim
Ring are all giving letterman senior Bob Dunn a battle for the
weight of the action throughout
starting center job.
the season.The only other letter
Drayton Shows Well in Backfield
men are sophomores Skip D'Eranio
Fred Drayton, Roger Morency, and Tom Vail.
and Bill Heidel all got their first
From an over-all picture, the
taste of college ball Saturday.
will
experience
their
Drayton in particular was brilliant Bobcats
greatest
weakness
in
the
line,
parin his college debut. The Fall
River, Mass., half gained 32 yards ticularly at tackle, where inexpein three plays to spark the Bates rience will hurt the forward wall.
John Liljestrand appears the only
ground attack.
sure bet at a regular tackle posiOther backs who showed their
tion.
wares during practice sessions are
At the same time the 'Cats will
Don Creasia, Henry Keigwin, Bob
McCain, John Makowsky
and have their greatest power in the
backfield, with
Perry, Carletti,
John Rooney.
D'Eramo, Vail, and Martin as the
Eleven Lettermen Return
mainstays, and with a good boost
In addition to the twenty-one from freshman
Fred
Drayton,
freshmen, Head Coach Bob Hatch soph Whitey Dearborn, and soph
Mai Block.

PECKS

The Garnet's 1955 Football Squad under the tutelage of
Head Coach Bob Hatch and Captain Pete Stevens poses for
pie-season team picture by Arthur Griffifths, Director of
the Bates News Bureau.

The Bobcats immediately got a
department, the 'Cats led in total
march of their own underway. The
yardage gained and first downs.
drive, which petered out with a
'Cats Lead In Statistics
pass which was just incomplete at
Bates also led in fumbles and
the five yard line, featured a forty
penalties, losing the ball six times
yard pass play from Mai Block to
on
miscues
and
accumulating
Bob Martin.
seventy-five yards for rule infracTaking over on downs at the 25,
tions.
Norwich again started to march,
The first Norwich score came on
this time picking up a first down
a two yard plunge by Jack Begieon the Garnet two yard line.
bing
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Others who should definitely
Goal Line Stand By Bobcats
figure in contention for the back- ending a sustained 88 yard march.
At this point, the 'Cat line, led
This drive featured one play,
held are sophs Dick Moraes, Dave
a wide end sweep, with which the by hard-charging Captain Pete
Colby, and Steve Mawrocki.
Horsemen gained most of their Stevens, pushed the Cadets back to
In the line sophomore ends
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day's
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ground
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picked
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"IVY LEAGUE"
Authentic "Worsted-Tex' originals ... the new kind of clothing
for the new way of living!
Come in and see them today!
Spec. 10% disc, for students

83 Lisbon St.

Don Brigham, Norwich backer,
leaped high in the air to make an
interception on the nineteen and
then raced 81 yards dowji the sideline for the Cadets' second and
game-clinching touchdown.
Norwich scored again in the
closing minutes of the game. Pete
Cronin, a freshman quarterback,
went 39 yards on a "keep" play
without a hand being laid on him,
thanks to a fine job of faking done
by the Cadet backfield.
Stevens Stands Out
The afternoon was not, however,
all bad for the Garnet. In the line,
Pete Stevens stood out both on offense and on defense where many
of his tackles had the Cadet backs
hesitant about running his side.
Wayne Kane also played an excellent defensive game, time and
again making tackles in the Norwich backfield.
The entire line played so well defensively that Nick Spagnoli, the
Cadets' tricky quarterback, was
thrown for losses on pass attempts
so often that his rushing yardage
totalled —44 yards.

off a long, high one and "Skippy"
D'Eramo executed the outstanding Block Complete Six Passes
Playing his first game at quardefensive play of the game.
terback for the Garnet, Mai Block
D'Eramo Hits Hard
completed 6 out of 9 passes for a
The little halfback hit the Nor- total of 101 yards.
wich safety about the same time he
The entire backfield ran well all
caught the ball, forcing a fumble
day, with Martin ending up as the
which was recovered by the Garnet.
leader in yardage gained with 59
The 'Cats, however, could not yards. Freddie Drayton carried the
gain and the score at the half re- ball three times for 32 yards and an
mained Norwich 6, Bates 0.
average of 10.7 yards per carry.
The Garnet will try to crash into
The Bobcats dominated the play
in the third period, but a combina- the victory column Saturday at
tion of fumbles and penalties kept 2:00 p. m. against the Northeastern
the Garnet from scoring.
'Huskies at Garcelon Field.
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HOWARD JOHNSON'S
Shop Peck's for
the newest in
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all students'
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Open Daily Year 'Round
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Landmark For Hungry Americans
FULL COURSE MEALS

—

LIGHT LUNCHES

Serving Our Famous Ice Cream — 28 Flavors
Portland Road, Auburn, Maine

Tel. 4-7671
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CA Art Show

Enrollment
(Continued from page three)
Thirty-three veterans, six more
than last year, are studying at
Bates College this fall. Four are
entering Bates as freshmen, ten
are returning students whose college courses were interrupted for
military service, and the rest are
continuing their studies from last
year.
Number Decreases
At the end of World War II,
the enrollment of returning veterans reached a peak of 311. Since
then the number of returning servicemen has gradually decreased.

Vet VooeUtA

Gilberta Morris, CA Social Commission chairman, points out
an artistic detail on one of the paintings to be displayed at
the CA Art Show. Vivian Varney, who is in charge of the
affair, looks on.

CA Commission
Has Exhibition
Of Six Paintings
Six new reproductions of famous
paintings will be displayed at an
Art Show and Tea to be held from
3:30 to 5 p. m. Tuesday at the
Women's Union. These pictures, as
well as ten others previously purchased by the CA campus service
commission, will be available for
student rental for the semester.
Students will sign up for the pic
tures during the show. Drawings
will be held if more than one request for a painting is made. Rentals
vary from SO cents to $1.25, depending on the cost of the reproduction. Members of the faculty
will explain the finer points of the
pictures throughout the show..
Renoir, Homer Works Available
The paintings purchased by the
commission this year include
"Grand Canal" by Turner; "The
Old King" by Roualt; "La Grande
Jotte" by Seurat; Winslow Homers "Breezing Up"; Grant Wood's
"American Gothic"; and "Girls
Picking Flowers" by Renoir.
The show is under the general
direction of CA campus service
commission chairman Vivian Varney. Margaret Ten Broeck is in
charge of refreshments for the
affair.

Rob Players
(Continued from page one)
Ushers and membership chairman will be Anne Berkelman. Sylvia Perfetti has charge of music,
while Patricia Burke heads the
publicity committee.

The

GLENWOOD
BAKERY
Pleases
Particular
Patrons
We specialize in Birthdays
Weddings and Special
Occasions
10 PARK ST.
Dial 2-2SS1
Right Off Main Street
2 MINOT AVE.
AUBURN
Dial 3-0919

,

(Continued from page five)
When they got up to leave, it
was noted that they left only the
cups on the floor. The reason they
emptied so many cups? They save
the tops.
Four freshmen in West
Parker collect used tea bags
and name them. Anyone for
money?

Smith Selects Songsters;
Band Marches Saturday
Prof. D. Robert Smith, director of
music, has revealed musical organization plans for the coming year.
Fall tryouts for the choral society
have already been held and the
group has begun its preparations
for the Christmas performance of
the "Messiah''.
Following last year's plan, a Dec4 performance of the Handel oratorio is scheduled to be given at the
Portland Christmas Festival.
Two Rehearsals Weekly
Rehearsal dates have been intensified this year, with the choral
group meeting on both Monday and
Thursday evenings. Russell Tiffany,
president of the society, discloses
that this is the last year in which
hours of credit will be given to
those participating in various musical organizations.
The Bates football band, under
the student direction of Robert
McAfee, is slated to .make its initial
appearance at the Bates-N'ortheast-

em game on Saturday. Eight majorettes, with Margaret Smith as captain, will be decked out in new
uniforms.
Band Travels
The fifty-five piece college band is
expected to travel to Bowdoin and
Colby October 29 and November 5,
respectively. The majorettes will accompany them to Brunswick and
Waterville.
The first rehearsal of the orchestra is scheduled for 8 o'clock tonight in Pettigrew Hall. There has
been a good turnout in the cello
section. Prof. Smith announced, but
anyone else playing an orchestral
instrument is urged to try out. The
orchestra is also rehearsing the
"Messiah" for the Christmas performance.
Students are welcome to use the
sound-proof practice rooms downstairs in Pettigrew Hall at any
time, with no charge for their use
and no sign-ups necessary.

